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September 7, 2017 

 

H.E. Mr. Uttama Savanayana 

Minister of Industry 

Royal Thai Government  

 

Excellency,  

 

Re : Expectations of Japanese Companies in Thailand towards the EEC Region 

 

At present, the number of JCC member companies is 1,750 and its 

employees are approximately 800,000.  Except for JCC member 

companies, the total number of Japanese companies in Thailand reached 

approximately 5,000. We claim a significant 36.2% of the foreign direct 

investment stocks in Thailand.  

 

For such reasons, we have been expanding our businesses in Thailand 

where none other than you have prepared the fields in which we have been 

able to actively develop our industries, including the BOI investment policy. 

We would like to express our gratitude once more for your country during 

this year’s 130th anniversary of Japan-Thailand Friendship. 

 

At present, Thailand is preparing the EEC, a new field in which to proceed 

with investment policy linked to highly advanced and high-value-added 

industries of Thailand through the active participation of each company in 

the region in which the EEC is installed.  

 

Amid severe competition on the global scale, seeking highly advanced and 

high-value-added industries is a common goal shared between Japanese 

companies in Japan and Thailand. We are considering to make 

contributions to the development of the EEC region and even Thailand 

through new business development based on business activities employed 

in this country up to this point.  
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In order to make the aforementioned development materialize, we at the 

JCC would like to propose the following six items in regard to the EEC 

investment policy revealed by the Thai government. 

 

We highly appreciate that Your Excellency will include our concerned in 

your consideration. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

Soji  Sakai 

President  

Japanese Chamber of Commerce, Bangkok 
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Re : Expectations of Japanese Companies in Thailand towards the EEC Region 

Main Text 

 

1. Regarding the EEC political measures in general 

○1 Steady implementation of feasible plans with financial grounds 

With regard to each political measure, we hope that the Thai government 

will clearly indicate financial expenditures from the government and 

investment contents expected for private enterprises. We also would like 

you to steadily implement infrastructure update which could serve as a 

base for the EEC with well-planned financial expenditures borne by the 

government.   

 

○2 Preparing rules of a public-private partnership (PPP) which is easy to 

participate in for private companies 

 

Concerning the implementation of PPP projects, we hope that you will 

prepare rules for the PPP which bear risks in an appropriate ratio for the 

government and private sectors. Specifically, with regard to PPP project 

railways, the government will assure the indemnification of securing a 

certain number of passengers after opening the railways.  

 

2. Bold deregulation which restricts certain areas  

○1  Organizing systems for proofs-of-concept in restricted areas based on 

applications submitted companies 

 

In order to develop emerging technologies and services such as the use of 

automatic operation and drones, we would like you to organize systems for 

deregulation in areas determined to be restricted. Specifically, we hope that 

you will organize a system that proven safe and secure to approve 

proofs-of-concept once companies have submitted application forms with  
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the area and content of proposed proofs-of-concept marked. Furthermore, 

we would like you to set structures to allow us to propose discussions 

between companies and the government at a regular base, such as the 

installation of joint councils by the Thai government and the EEC-based 

operational companies and so forth, following suite with Japanese National 

Strategic Special Zones.  

 

○2  Improvement of accessibility to free zones 

In order to fully enhance accessibility to the free zones,○1  requirements 

should be simplified for acquiring the originating status in the case of 

bringing items into Thailand in order to carry out processing within the free 

zones; ○2  the basis of tax assessment should be defined in regard to 

transportation of freight among the free zones; ○3  for companies without 

business bases in the EEC area, we wish you to strive for the introduction 

of a system for non-resident stocks to keep their stocks on hand in the free 

zones. 

○3 Expansion of targeted industries applicable for the BOI benefit 

In the EEC area, we desire to expand targeted industries applicable for the 

BOI benefit in order for foreign companies to conduct businesses in a 

broad field. In particular, it is hoped to allow B to B industries such as 

engineering services, construction industries and wholesale businesses, as 

well as education-related industries, to be the targeted industries applicable 

for the BOI benefit.  

 

3. Update of infrastructure 

○1 Early construction of high speed railways 

To further attract investment, at first, it is necessary to improve  
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accessibility to maintain high speed railways with ties to the EEC area 

through Ayutthaya to Bangkok. Thus, we hope that you among the Thai 

government will commit yourselves to promptly proceeding with the 

expansion of high speed railways with your ample financial expenditures. 

Moreover, for the expansion of the high speed railways, we expect to make 

the best use of Japanese technology with actual results after 50 years in 

their construction. 

○2 Update of the railways 

For shipping cost reduction, we wish you to tackle the update of railways 

within the EEC area. Especially, the update of the railways tied to Leam 

Chabang Port and Lat Krabang ICD is an urgent matter to realize cost 

reduction and required time saving, to go below truck transportation 

through update of both terminals, strengthening train cars and organizing 

operation systems.   

○3 Update of ports 

We would like you to steadily tackle the update of Leam Chabang Port. 

Even more, we hope that you will commit yourselves early on to the 

simplification and speeding up of passing through customs such as 

converting to digital forms including outside of the Bangkok Port area and 

Lat Krabang ICD. 

○4 Reinforce connectivity among neighboring countries 

We desire the implementation of infrastructure and organizing of bond 

systems to make the best use of Leam Chabang Port to import from and 

export to neighboring countries such as Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar.  

Specifically, to organize structural plans for trucks at the EEC to directly 

drive into neighboring countries and for bond shipment via railway 

between Leam Chabang Port and Thanaleng in Laos and between Leam 

Chabang Port and Poipet in Cambodia. 
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4. Fostering talents 

○1 Preparing an attractive research environment 

In order to collect efficient foreign researchers, it is essential to prepare the 

research development environment of the EEC area to make it a globally 

attractive research development base. It is desirable to allot a substantial 

amount of expenditures for research and development in both aspects of 

abstract and physical matters. For instance, in regard to abstract matters, 

supporting expenses for excellent Thai students to allow them to study in 

developed countries should be conducted by the Thai government. In 

regard to physical matters, taking measures to implement the world’s 

cutting-edge research facilities as well as construction and operation of 

them through funding provided by the Thai government.    

 

○2 Strengthening the fostering of talent in digitization fields 

Digital fields are one of the driving forces behind the EEC industries, in 

which there are an especially insufficient number of talents. We desire that 

you tackle the selective nurturing of talents skilled at the abstract and 

physical aspects of digital industries.  

 

○3 Organizing structural plans to invite foreign highly-skilled talents 

By way of tentative measures put in place until Thai talents have been 

developed to enable foreign researchers, technicians and others to 

conveniently stay in the EEC area, it is desirable to ease the measures for 

visas and work permits (exclusion of application for the 1:4 rule) as in the 

Strategic Talents Center (STC) newly introduced by the BOI and maintain 

measures for exemption from and reduction of personal income taxes. 

We would like you to discuss the integration of working visas and work 

permits. 
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5. Supporting selectively prospect industries 

○1 Nurturing next generation food industries 

 

It is desirable to shorten the term of registration screening procedures 

through expansion of structural plans of the FDA concerning registration 

systems for health food. Moreover, we hope that the government will 

organize structural plans for companies to indicate food functionality and 

expect full responsibility to be taken under constant government 

participation, such as through notification similar to the Foods with 

Functional Claims System in Japan.  

 

6. Continuation of the present EEC investment preferential treatment 

systems 

○1 Extension of the taxation benefit application period to the BOI 

At present, in the rules of investment benefit of the BOI, we have to submit 

investment application forms within 2017 to receive the benefit of 

reduction of 50% of the corporate taxes for an additional five years as a 

benefit of investing in the EEC. Investment in the EEC is supposed to 

accrue continuously in the future, therefore, we really hope that similar 

measures are expected to be continuous from 2018 and on.  

 

 

********************************* 
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